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Introduction 

Our examiners’ reports are produced to offer constructive feedback on candidates’ performance in the 

examinations. They provide useful guidance for future candidates.  

The reports will include a general commentary on candidates’ performance, identify technical aspects 

examined in the questions and highlight good performance and where performance could be improved. 

The reports will also explain aspects which caused difficulty and why the difficulties arose, whether 

through a lack of knowledge, poor examination technique, or any other identifiable and explainable 

reason.  

Where overall performance on a question/question part was considered good, with no particular areas to 

highlight, these questions have not been included in the report.  

A full copy of the question paper and the mark scheme can be downloaded from OCR. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Would you prefer a Word version?  

Did you know that you can save this PDF as a Word file using Acrobat Professional?  

Simply click on File > Export to and select Microsoft Word 

(If you have opened this PDF in your browser you will need to save it first. Simply right click anywhere on 
the page and select Save as . . . to save the PDF. Then open the PDF in Acrobat Professional.) 

If you do not have access to Acrobat Professional there are a number of free applications available that 
will also convert PDF to Word (search for PDF to Word converter). 
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Unit 6 series overview 

The examination paper assessed knowledge and understanding as well as practical application of 

personalisation and a person-centred approach to care. 

It was clear that most candidates had a good understanding of the key features of personalisation and 

the ability to link them to scenarios in the questions. However, some candidates were not able to write 

with enough depth or detail required by each question as understanding of the command verb was poor. 

This meant that although knowledge was evident the application was weak. This was particularly evident 

in the questions with the command verb analyse. 

Most candidates attempted most questions, and few were left unanswered. There was no evidence of 

candidates having insufficient time for the paper and many wrote responses on the additional space, 

although not all made it clear which question their response related to. 

 

Candidates who did well on this paper 
generally did the following: 

Candidates who did less well on this paper 
generally did the following: 

• referred to the command verbs in the 
questions to determine the depth of response 
required 

• had responses that were clear, logical and 
gave examples and application 

• clearly understood the principles of 
personalisation and could apply them to 
varied scenarios. 

 

• were unable to fully understand the higher 
level command verbs 

• were unable to link key features of 
personalisation to the scenarios 

• focused on parts of the question rather than 
all of it 

• found it difficult to give practical applications 
of the theory. 
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Question 1 (a) 

This was a well answered question and many candidates were able to gain full marks. The most 

common responses regarding benefit were, voice choice and control, independence and empowered to 

make decisions. It is clear that candidates have a good understanding of the benefits of personalisation. 

 

Question 1 (b)* 

There were two parts to this question and candidates needed to explain the Children and Families Act 

2014 and then explain how it has advanced personalised care for SEND children.  

Some candidates explained the Act and then did not link it to advancing personalisation. Some 

candidates were able to discuss ways that the Children and Families Act has advanced personalisation 

but were unable to relate it to the Act, but instead linked it to general personalisation concepts.  

Some candidates focused on EHCP which enabled them to move to Level 2 and Level 3 when they 

developed their point to make a sound explanation, but many missed the significance of including both 

family, children and professionals in decision making. Most focused on the child’s needs being met in a 

school setting with examples of how this may be done – for example readers in exams and 1:1 teaching 

showing a good understanding of how SEND is personalised. 
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Higher marked questions were able to discuss both the Act and link it to practice for example information 

and support being given to children and families and the support they receive from professionals as well 

as personal budgets which were explained well with relevant examples of things it could be spent on. 

 

Misconception 

Some candidates wrote in detail about the creation and role of the Children’s Commissioner 
wrongly stating that the Children and Families Act 2014 created this role when it actually 
strengthened an existing role. The post of Children’s Commissioner was created in the 2004 
Children Act. 

 

 

Assessment for learning 

Candidates would benefit from a thorough knowledge of this Act and practical examples of how 
it can be applied in different settings. 
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Question 1 (c) 

Many candidates correctly matched an example of personalisation with a principle. A few candidates 

wrongly linked professionals working collaboratively to produce a care plan with the principle of co-

production and confused ‘independence and rights’ with ‘choice and control’. Some candidates wrote two 

numbers in each box, and this meant neither, even if correct, was credited. 
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Question 1 (d) 

 

Most candidates correctly stated two purposes of a relationship circle although some repeated the same 

example in different words which was not credited. A few candidates stated negative reasons which 

were accepted, for example, to identify who the individual least likes or gets on with. ‘Identify gaps in 

support’ was not accepted as this is not the function of a relationship circle.  
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Question 2 (a)* 

This question asked candidates to analyse the impact of the disability rights movement on Layla’s life. 

Many candidates misinterpreted this question and wrote an account of the Disability Rights Movement 

and life before it. This was not credited. Instead, candidates should have analysed the effect on Layla 

now. Most candidates disregarded the command verb analyse and wrote only positive impacts, and this 

reduced their marks significantly. A lot of the points made were simplistic and taken from the scenario 

without analysing the effect on Layla’s life. 

OCR support 

Candidates should be familiar with the requirements of the command words. See the 
Command Verbs resource 

 

 

  

https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/273311-command-verbs-definitions.pdf
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Question 2 (b) 

Most candidates recalled information well from the case study and despite some repetition linked to 

basketball and counselling, accessed full marks. Where candidates didn’t achieve full marks, they were 

confused by what to include in a one-page profile, instead recording information on good days/bad days 

or what is important to/for Layla. A variety of different format including lists, tables and written prose were 

used. Candidates were not penalised for the way they presented their information although it should be 

noted that a one-page profile should be quick and easy to read. 
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Question 3 

The question differentiated well, and generally responses were Level 2 as there was an imbalance of 

points made for all three named individuals. Often responses were quite repetitive and generic in content 

and this question challenged many candidates to show what they understood as there was a lot to 

consider in answering the question. 

To access Level 3, candidates needed to describe a person-centred review and then say how it could 

benefit Sam, Anika and Zac individually, as their needs were very different – better candidates were able 

to inter relate them in their response. Details such as the place, time and people present were not 

credited as this question’s focus was on the meeting itself and the impact on the family. Some 

candidates confused names or used names outside of the scenario. 

Many candidates did not describe what would happen at a review and focused on one of the people at 

the expense of the other two. Others linked Sam and Anika together which was difficult to do 

successfully with their diverse needs. Most people did not consider Zac or if they did, they said he 

wouldn’t worry about his parents - which was not credited as it was in the stem of the question and was 

repetitive. Better responses would include Zac being confident that his parents were having their needs 

met and so he relaxes more, or feels less stressed, or returns to his role as son rather than main carer. 
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Question 4 (a) 

Most candidates correctly identified three purposes of a decision-making chart. 
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Question 4 (b) 

This question asked candidates to match challenges to methods of overcoming them. Most responses 

were correct. 

Some candidates used the same number more than once and this resulted in the response being 

marked incorrect, even if it was correct, as the question clearly stated each number could only be used 

once. 
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Question 5 (a)* 

Some candidates could explain what enhancing voice choice and control was but very few could do it 

without repeating words in the stem of the question.  

Candidates then had to suggest two practical ways that this could be done by a key worker. Practical 

examples with detail were required for high marks, and few candidates could do this successfully. Many 

chose only one way. A few selected talking to Taylor and building an effective relationship. The ways 

were often too vague and giving Taylor choices of food or what to wear were common examples. 

Examples such a one-page profiles and relationship charts were not appropriate. Candidates who 

achieved marks from Level 3 commonly discussed applications including advocate, listening, 

communication chart and decision-making chart. These points were often developed and well structured. 

 

Assessment for learning 

Candidates should be clear about the appropriate tools to use to enhance voice choice and 
control from 3.2 of the specification and not use tools to find out what is important to and for a 
person which is 3.1 of the specification. 
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Question 5 (b) 

This question proved challenging for many candidates. Their response needed to include a way that 

Taylor could be part of an inclusive community for example a club for brain injured people, an activity 

within that, for example making friends, and then how it made him feel, for example not isolated. 

Responses were vague, lacked focus and repetitive and often lacked to three components required. 

Assessment for learning 

Candidates need to be aware of what community inclusion is and be able to provide examples 
of it in action linked to the effects it will have on individuals. 
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